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Austrian Audio Releases OC818 Dual Set Plus
Introductory offer: a free OCR8 bluetooth dongle with every Dual Set Plus purchase
Vienna, Austria – Austrian Audio announces OC818 Dual Set Plus, a kit centered around
two of the critically-acclaimed OC818 large capsule condenser microphones as well as a host
of accessories. The OC818 Dual Set Plus will be available in stores from early December.
To introduce the new kit, Austrian Audio is offering a free OCR8 bluetooth dongle (RRP €149
/ $149 / £129) with every Dual Set Plus purchase, while supplies last. See your Austrian
Audio dealer for details.
“We have seen a huge increase in demand for stereo configurations, especially from studio
users,” says Martin Seidl, CEO of Austrian Audio, “so we decided to offer the complete
package that meets all the recording needs of artists, producers and engineers, whether they
record at home or in a studio.”
The OC818 Dual Set Plus comes in a stylish carrying case and contains:
● 2x OC818 large diaphragm condenser microphones with switchable polar patterns
● 2x OCS8 microphone shock mounts
● 2x OCW8 windscreen
● 2x OCH8 mic clip
● 2x OCC8 Mini XLR cable
● 1x SB1 Stereo bar
● all in a large, elegant carrying case with cut-outs for 2x (optionally available) OCR8
remote controls/Bluetooth dongles.
The OC818 Dual Set Plus is designed to make stereo recording set-up fast and easy.

Price & Availability:
Europe: € 1,999 (RRP inc. VAT)
UK: £ 1,799 (RRP inc. VAT)
USA: $ 2,199 (MSRP, excl. VAT)

About Austrian Audio
Austrian Audio opened its doors in 2017 following the closure of the AKG offices in Vienna
and set out to create something new, challenging, and respectful to its heritage. The new
company started with a core team of previous AKG personnel from management, acoustics,
electronics, test and measurement, mechanical design, RF/wireless and software/firmware,
bringing 350 years of cumulative engineering experience to the new company. More
information at https://austrian.audio/
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